We characterize those analytic self-maps <p of the unit disc which generate bounded or compact composition operators C v between given weighted Banach spaces H£° or H® of analytic functions with the weighted sup-norms. We characterize also those composition operators which are bounded or compact with respect to all reasonable weights v.
Introduction
The aim of this paper is to study boundedness and compactness of composition operators C v , C v Composition operators were extensively studied on various 'integral type' spaces of analytic functions on the disc like Hardy spaces, Bergman spaces, Dirichlet spaces or Bloch spaces (see, for example, [CM, Sh] and [J] ) and weighted spaces of continuous functions (see [SS] ). The spaces H™ or H° are connected with the study of growth conditions of analytic functions and were also studied in detail (see [SWl, SW2, RS, BS, BBT, LI, L2] ). Our purpose is to connect both topics.
Especially interesting are radial weights v, that is, v(z) -v(\z\) . In that case, if v = 1, then we get H^ = H [CM, Ex. 3.3.2] ). Now, if lim,-,^,-v(z) = 0, the so-called non-increasing majorant of u, that is, the radial function w : D ->• R + , u(r) = sup{v(R) : ; • < / ? < 1}, is also continuous and tends to zero at the boundary. By the maximum principle // H°° = H x , // u° = H°, and the corresponding spaces are isometric. On account of what was just said, we call any radial, positive continuous function v : D -> R+, which is non-increasing with respect to ]z| and is such that liiri|_-|^i-v(z) = 0, a typical weight. We will be mostly interested in the radial weights but as we have seen we may assume that the weight is typical. Nevertheless, we formulate our results in a more general (even non-radial) setting whenever it is possible.
Let us explain the organization of the paper. In Section 1 we summarize preliminaries on spaces H£° and H°. In Section 2 we collect results on boundedness of C v and in Section 3 analogous results on compactness. The last Section 4 contains some results on /^-integral composition operators.
We finish the introduction with some notation. If 1 < p < oo and v is a weight, we define the Banach space
where dA is the 2-dimensional Lebesgue measure. If /' : D -> C is an analytic function, then M(f,r) := sup M= ,. | / ( z ) | is a log-convex non-decreasing function (see the Hadamard Three Circle Theorem [C, V.3.13] ). We reserve the letters v, w for weights. We denote the natural numbers by N = (1, 2, 3. . . . } . By C, C", c etcetera we denote positive constants which may vary from place to place but do not depend on indices or variables in given formulas or inequalities.
The spaces H™ and H°N
otice that the norm topology on H™ is stronger than the topology x co of uniform convergence on the compact sets of D. Assume for a while that lim,-^, v(z) = 0.
use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700001336 Since /,. (z) := f(rz) tends in x co to / , the closed unit ball B t° of H° is x co -dense in the unit ball B v of H^. This implies (see [BS, Th. 1.1] , compare [RS, Th. 1] ) that (//°)" = H^° isometrically and the embedding of H° into H™ is the canonical embedding into its bidual. Moreover, since point evaluations are continuous functionals on H°, the pointwise convergence topology (denoted by x p ) on H° is weaker than the weak topology. Looking at the representation of (//")' (see [BS, Th. 1 .1]), we realize immediately that if <5_-is a point evaluation at z on H°, then for / e H™ we have (f, 8-_) = / ( z ) . Thus the pointwise convergence on H™ is weaker than its weak-star topology. Since //° is x p -dense in H™ and C v is always x p -continuous, C^ : H^ ->• H^r is equal to the bi-adjoint map of C p : H° ->• H° whenever both operators are well defined and lim -|^i v{z) = limj-j^i w(z) = 0.
In fact, from the papers of Lusky [LI, L2] , we know that for radial weights and under quite general assumptions H° ~ c 0 and H™ -l x .
To each weight v corresponds the so-called growth condition u : ID) -> R + ,u = l/v and B r = {/ € //(D) : | / | < «}. In [BBT] the new function u : D> -> R + is defined by «(z) := sup / e S | / ( z ) | and the weight associated with v is defined by v := 1/M. It is shown there that it and v have the following useful properties:
(ii) u and v are continuous and, respectively, radial, non-decreasing and nonincreasing whenever u and v are so; (iii) II/Ik. < 1 if and only if ||/IK-, < 1 for / e //(0>); (iv) for every z e D there is / . e B v with w(z) = |/ ; (z)|;
There are many known criteria for v to be essential (see [BBT] , especially Proposition 3.4 there). In particular, if viz) = \/M(f, \z\) for some analytic function / : D -> C, then v = v. It turns out that tending to zero at the boundary is preserved by the tilde operation. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1.1. Let us take u = l/v as usual; then the growth condition u tends to +00 at the boundary. Since there is a radial non-decreasing function < u tending to +00 at the boundary, we may (and we will) assume that u is radial.
Let r,, € (0, 1), u(r n ) = n. We take f 0 = 0 and we define inductively a sequence of functions (/") analytic on a neighbourhood of D such that:
use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700001336 Assume that f\, ... , /"_) are defined satisfying (a) -(c) for j < n -1. Then we define b n , 0 < b n < 2~", such that b n < i -M(f n _i, r,) for / = 1 , . . . , « . We define a function g, analytic on a neighbourhood of D such that g(z) := a,,/(R n -z)", where It is easily seen that:
By the choice of b n we obtain that /" = f n^+ g satisfies conditions (a) -(c) for j -n. Let us define / := lim^oo /". Since M(f, r n ) < n = u(r n ) for n € M, we have | / ( z ) | < u(z) + 1 for any z e O and there is a constant C such that | / ( z ) | < CM (Z) 
Boundedness of C v
We give firstly necessary and sufficient conditions for the operator C v to be bounded on f/~. If v is essential, then for every z e D w e have that v(z) < Cv{z), and the necessity of (4) in the next corollary follows from this.
COROLLARY 2.2. Assume that v is an essential weight. The operator C v : H^° -> H^ is bounded if and only if
(4) mp :eD w(z)/v(<p(z)) < oo.
If vandwsatisfy Y\m l:^i -v(z) = lim|_-|^i-w(z) = 0,thenC v : H° -*• H° isbounded if and only if (A) holds.
REMARKS.
(1) If H™ = H°°, then C», : / /~ -^ H™ is continuous for all weights w and, if w tends to zero at the boundary C V (H™) c / /°. On the other hand, by Proposition 1.1 and by properties of associated weights, one can prove that if (z n ) c D, lim^sc \z n \ = 1 and v is a weight on D> tending to zero at the boundary, then there is a sequence of functions /" e B v such that \f n {z n )\ -> oo as n -> oo. Thus, if H oc _ H oo a n d 9^( |U) n 9 0 ^ 0 then C v f n is unbounded in / /~. Finally, in that case C^ : / /~ -^ / /~ is bounded if and only if<p(B) c D.
(2) The condition in the corollary is no more necessary for boundedness of C v whenever v is not essential. Let us take an arbitrary non-essential weight v and
(ii) implies (i): By assumption, we have w(z) < Mv(<p(z)) for all z € D. Thus fi°, whenever lini|-|^i-
, so there is C > 0 such that \f n (<p(z))\w(z) < C for all z e D and all n e N. On the other hand,
for all n, so we have a contradiction. 
)| ^p v((p(z))
For \<p(z)\ < r u we have that there is r 2 > r u 0 < / -2 < 1, such that 
Since it is easily seen that sup M=r 
Since 1 -(\p\ + 1 -s)/(l + |p|Cl -s)) = s(l -|p|)/(l + |p| -|p|s), we obtain fors < 1/2 that Finally, for p = 2/5, we use the second inequality in (6) For the proof of Theorem 2.4 we need the following result. [Sh, Section 5.4 
1+A.
1+A.7 1+A, 1+A.
Since p e is an attracting point of a g o <p, it is in any disc (A./(l + A.))D + w/(l + A.), which gives a contradiction by taking A > 0 small enough. ((p(z,,) ). By going to a subsequence we can assume that <p(z n ) ->• z 0 for some z 0 e D, when n ->• oo. If |z o | ^ 1, then by assumption, . Hence, supposing that C v is compact, Lemma 3.1 implies that ||C^(g n )|L -> 0 as n -> oo. On the other hand, we get for all n, which is a contradiction. (1) lim
We see below that for general weights our simple characterization of compactness in 3.4 fails. Of course, in that case v is no more essential and this fact gives another motivation for the concept of an essential weight.
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Choose an increasing sequence (a n ) of natural numbers such that (8) a n (\ogr n+l -logrj > n.
We define three non-decreasing, unbounded and continuous functions r\, B, 9 : R_ -> R + as follows:
(i) ^ s 0 on (-oo, logr 0 ] and for each n e N the function r\ is affine on [log r n , log r n+ \] with the derivative = a n ;
(ii) for n even 0 = 9 = r\ on [log p n , log />"+,]; (iii) for n odd 6* is affine on [log p n , log p n+ \ ]; (iv) for« odd^ is affine on [logp n , logr n ] and constant on [logr,,, logp n + 1 ].
We could choose (p n ) in such a way that:
(v) |ij(logp B ) -ijOogrJI < 1 and |0(s) -rj(s)| < 1 for all 5 € R_. Now, we can define our typical weights:
Clearly, our assumptions imply that #(s) > 9(s) > r/(s) for ^ e R_. By the Hadamard Three Circle Theorem and (v),
w{z) > e - §(ioglz{) >e~xv(z).
On the other hand, on the annulus {z : r n < \z\ < r n+] ], we have v(z) = b n \z\~a" with a n natural. Moreover, l/u(z) is a supremum of a sequence M(b~xz" n , \z\), which means that v = v. Taking the above into account, we obtain that w is equivalent to v = v. We will show that C v : / /~ = / /~ ^> / /~ = H™ is compact for <p(z) := z / ( 2 -z ) but still lini| ; |_i-w(z)/w(<p(z)) ^ 0.
Observe, that \<p(z)\ < <p(\z\) = |z|/(2 -|z|), thus if \z\ e (r fl , r n + 1 ), then |<^(z)| < € (r n _,,r n ). Hence 
This completes the proof. Theorem 3.3 yields a direct method to deduce the compactness of C^ in some weighted spaces once we know the compactness with respect to other weights. Precisely, assume that v is essential and that C v : H™ -> H™ is compact. If the weights v and w o n D satisfy
for some constant C > 0, then C 9 : // v°° -> H™ is compact. Namely, the assumptions imply that (ii) of Theorem 3.3 is satisfied for v and w, hence, by (9), it is satisfied by v and co as well. We especially have the following corollary. 
The function M(r) is non-decreasing, tends to 1 as r -» 1" and, by the Hadamard Three Circle Theorem, it is logarithmically convex. In particular, logM(r)/\ogr is non-decreasing as r -»• 1~. By (10), there is S > 1 such that for r > r 0 we have logM(r)/logr > S. We define inductively a sequence (/•")" € N such that /-,,_i = M{r n ). Firstly, we show that v is essential. By [BBT, Proposition 3.4] , it suffices to prove the so-called condition (U) for v, that is, to find a > 0 and C > 0 such that
We take C = 4 and arbitrary a such that ((1 -r o )/(l -rl l& )) a > 2. Indeed, for any x, y either u(y) < 2u{x) or we find n < k such that r n < y, u(y) < 2u(r n ) and x < r k , u(r k ) < 2u(x).
) is an increasing function, which gives (12) and v is essential. Now, for \z\ > r 0 we find n e N such that r n < \z\ < r n+ \, then
by the definition of (/-"). Thus C v 
Integral operators C v
Unfortunately we are not able to give a characterization of nuclear, integral or absolutely summing composition operators for general weights. It is, however, not too complicated to find sufficient conditions for example as follows. 
is order bounded, it is enough to show that Q : // r°° ->• / /~ factorizes through the above defined map; see [DJT, Propositions 5.18 and 5.5] . To this end it suffices to prove that use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700001336 [16] 
